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congruences can be obtained by using them. For example, for an odd prime p ¤ 5,
.p 1/=2P
kD0
. 1/k k 2kCdk  . 1/d5  5p FdC1  5p   .d C1/LdC1  5p 

.mod p/;














where d 2 f0; :::; .p 1/=2g ; Fn is the nth Fibonacci number, Ln is the nth Lucas number and





denotes the Legendre symbol.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The some elementary combinatorial properties of the Catalan and Ballot numbers
are given in [2], [4] and [3]. In [1], [7], E´. Lucas and N.J. Fine gave how to compute
binomial coefficients modulo a prime. Lucas Theorem is given as follows:
If p is a prime, n; m; n0 and m0 are non-negative integers, and n0, m0 are both
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mod p for all d D 0;1; :::;pa;wherem is any integer not divisible by p. For example,










































where an odd prime p and a;m 2Z with a > 0, p −m.































.pC1/=2 qp .2/ .mod p2/;
where an odd prime p and qp .2/ is a Fermat quotient.
In [6], S. Koparal and N. O¨mu¨r presented congruences involving central binomial















where Hn is the nth harmonic number.
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congruences can be obtained by using them.
Two sequences fun .x/g and fvn .x/g of polynomials are defined by for n > 0
unC1 .x/D xun .x/ un 1 .x/ and vnC1 .x/D xvn .x/ vn 1 .x/ ;
where u0 .x/ D 0; u1 .x/ D 1 and v0 .x/ D 2; v1 .x/ D x; respectively. The char-











where D x2 4. The Binet formulas of the sequences fun .x/g and fvn .x/g are as
follows:
un .x/D .˛ .x//
n  .ˇ .x//n
˛ .x/ ˇ .x/ and vn .x/D .˛ .x//
nC .ˇ .x//n ;
respectively. Clearly, for any n 2N;





.vnC1 .x/Cvn .x// ; (1.3)
un .x/D vnC1 .x/ vn 1 .x/ : (1.4)
It is seen that
. 1/n 1un . 3/D F2n and . 1/n vn . 3/D L2n; (1.5)
. 1/n 1un . 6/D 1
2
P2n and . 1/n vn . 6/DQ2n;
where Fn and Ln are the nth Fibonacci number and nth Lucas number, and Pn and
Qn are the nth Pell number and the nth Pell-Lucas number, respectively.
2. SOME CONGRUENCES RELATED TO BALLOT NUMBERS
In this section, we will investigate some congruences with the combinatorial iden-
tities. Now, we give the following lemmas for further use.
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Lemma 1. Let r;s 2 Z and D D r2  4s: Suppose that p is an odd prime with



















are roots of the equation y2  ryC s D 0 [10]:





..nC1/vn .x 2/ 2unC1 .x 2// ;
where  as before.
















Similarly, it is clearly seen that
d
dx



























































.nvn .x 2/ 2unC1 .x 2/Cvn .x 2//
D 1

..nC1/vn .x 2/ 2unC1 .x 2// :
This concludes the proof. 
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Proof. To prove (2.2), we shall apply induction method on n.
























































˛ .x 2/ .1C˛ .x 2//
dC2
  1
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.ˇ .x 2//.1C˛ .x 2//" .1C˛ .x 2//bd=2cC1 .1C˛ .x 2//bd=2cC1
 .˛ .x 2//.1Cˇ .x 2//" .1Cˇ .x 2//bd=2cC1 .1Cˇ .x 2//bd=2cC1
o
:












.ˇ .x 2/C "/.1C˛ .x 2//bd=2cC1 .1C˛ .x 2//bd=2cC1






.˛ .x 2//bd=2c  .ˇ .x 2//bd=2c
C".˛ .x 2//bd=2cC1  ".ˇ .x 2//bd=2cC1
o
D 1Cxbd=2cC1  ubd=2c .x 2/C "ubd=2cC1 .x 2/ :
So, (2.2) holds for nD 1.
We assume that the result is true for some integer n 1:
We must show that for nC 1; (2.2) holds. By the induction hypothesis, for any


































 xnC1Cbd=2c  "ubd=2cC1 .x 2/Cubd=2c .x 2/











































































 xnCbd=2cC1  "ubd=2cC1 .x 2/Cubd=2c .x 2/ :























































 xnCbd=2cC1  "ubd=2cC1 .x 2/Cubd=2c .x 2/ ;



























 xnCbd=2cC1  "ubd=2cC1 .x 2/Cubd=2c .x 2/ :


























 xnCbd=2cC1  "ubd=2cC1 .x 2/Cubd=2c .x 2/ :
Hence the result is true for all integers n 0: 
As a result of Theorem 1, we may give the following congruence.










 ˚.1  "/u.p 1/=2Cbd=2c .m 2/C ..m 1/"C1/u.pC1/=2Cbd=2c .m 2/	
 mbd=2cC1."ubd=2cC1 .m 2/Cubd=2c .m 2// .mod p/;
where ";  as before, d 2 f0;1; :::; .p 1/=2g and m 2Z with p −m:















 m.pC1/=2Cbd=2c  "ubd=2cC1 .m 2/Cubd=2c .m 2/ :


















 mbd=2cC.pC1/=2  "ubd=2cC1 .m 2/Cubd=2c .m 2/






























 m.pC1/=2Cbd=2c  "ubd=2cC1 .m 2/Cubd=2c .m 2/ .mod p/:












˛ .m 2/ ˇ .m 2/  
.ˇ .m 2//.p 1/=2 .1Cˇ .m 2//dC1
˛ .m 2/ ˇ .m 2/
 m.pC1/=2Cbd=2c  "ubd=2cC1 .m 2/Cubd=2c .m 2/ .mod p/:













.˛ .m 2//.p 1/=2 .1C˛ .m 2//bd=2cC"C1 .1C˛ .m 2//bd=2c
 .ˇ .m 2//.p 1/=2 .1Cˇ .m 2//bd=2cC"C1 .1Cˇ .m 2//bd=2c
o
 m.pC1/=2Cbd=2c  "ubd=2cC1 .m 2/Cubd=2c .m 2/ .mod p/:
Using the equalities of ˛ .m 2/ˇ .m 2/D 1 and .1C˛ .m 2//.1Cˇ .m 2//D
m, we have the proof. 



































where d 2 f0;1; :::; .p 1/=2g.


















..nCd C1 k/vnCd k .x 2/ 2unCdC1 k .x 2//













where ";  as before.

















..nCd C1 k/vnCd k .x 2/  2unCdC1 k .x 2//






































..nCd C1 k/vnCd k .x 2/ 2unCdC1 k .x 2//
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Multiplying both sides of (2.6) with x and using Lemma 1, the proof is the complete.

Now, from Theorem 2, we have the following congruence:














  .d C2/ v.pC1/=2Cbd=2c .m 2/C "v.pC1/=2Cbd=2cC1 .m 2/









where ";  as before, d 2 f0;1; :::; .p 1/=2g and m 2Z with p −m:
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From the Binet formulae of the sequences fun .m 2/g and fvn .m 2/g and Bino-































.1  "/v.p 1/=2Cbd=2c .m 2/C ..m 1/"C1/v.pC1/=2Cbd=2c .m 2/

C .bd=2cC1/m.pC1/=2Cbd=2c  "ubd=2cC1 .m 2/Cubd=2c .m 2/












From (1.2), (1.3) and (1.4), we obtained the desired result. 























































where d 2 f0;1; :::; .p 1/=2g :
From Corollary 1 and Corollary 2, clearly the congruences are given as follows:
Corollary 3. Let p be an odd prime and d 2 f0;1;2; :::; .p 1/=2g. For m 2 Z






mb.dC1/=2c .p 1/=2 " ˚u.p 1/=2Cb.dC1/=2c " .m 2/ u.pC1/=2Cb.dC1/=2c .m 2/	
















 m .p 1/=2  v.pC1/=2Cb.d 1/=2c .m 2/ v.pC1/=2Cb.dC1/=2cC1 " .m 2/o .mod p/;
where "; as before and ıi;j is the Kronecker delta.
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  ı0;d .mod p/:
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So, taking d   1 and d C 1 instead of d in (2.4), respectively, this concludes the
proof. 













  ı0;d .mod p/;
















where d 2 f0;1;2; :::; .p 1/=2g :
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